Newscast - Evening - Larger Markets

- Noticias Univision Nevada - Masacre en Las Vegas, Gabriel Preciado, Juan Ulises Juarez, Nathaly Alcala, Jasmina Gonzalez, Angel Covarrubias, KINC
- O.J. Simpson Granted Parole, Christianne Klein, KLAS
- 10News at 7:00pm: Storm Pounds San Diego, Michael Rozzen, KGT
- Chargers Leave San Diego, Louis Weiner, Barbara Richards, Dean Elwood, CBS News 8
- 1 October Aftermath, Suzanne Herman, Ryan Dunn, Fox 5 Las Vegas
- The Now San Diego: Chain Reaction Water Main Break, Malcolm Hoyle, Ariel Wesler, KGT
- Tragedy in Las Vegas, Tessie Sanchez, Mike Dello Stritto, Tricia Kean, Bryan Scofield, Carla Wade, KTNV
- 10News at 11:00pm: Lilac Fire Tears through San Diego, Lori Rosehart, Sarah Cowan, Brian Shlonsky, Bree Steffen, Anthony Pura, Rayan Graham, Kimberly Hunt, KGT
- Noticiero Telemundo 20, Cuenta Con Nosotros, Diana Diaz, Judith Equihua, Pablo Zamora, Rigoberto Villalobos, Ana Cristina Sanchez, Victor Rodriguez Tafoya, Guadalupe Venegas, Lizzet Lopez, MJ Acosta, Dita Quinones, Telemundo 20
- 11pm KSNV One October, Ryan Goodman, Marie Mortera, Gerard Ramalho, Ken Takahashi, KSNV

Newscast - Evening - Smaller Markets

- 17 News at 5pm - A Fallen Hero, Erica Garewal, KGET
- 23ABC Evening Newscast, Joe Conroy, 23 ABC
- 17 News at 5pm, Raphael Stroud, KGET
Newscast - Morning - Larger Markets

- *Deadly Shooting on the Las Vegas Strip*, Kody Stover, Katia Aiello, Kaitlin Knapp, Kirsten Joyce, Brian Loftus, *KLAS*
- *Cristianitos Fire*, David Yim, Jill Duran, Andrew Madarang, *NBC 7 San Diego*
- *10News at 6:00am: Fire Destroys Mission Hills Home*, Emily Burns, John D. Suarez, Ashlyn Lipori-Russie, Mary McKenzie, *KGTV*

Newscast – Morning – Smaller Markets

There are no nominations in this category.

Newscast - Weekend - Larger Markets

- *Weekend News University City Pool Shooting*, Jerry McCormick, Maria Arcega-Dunn, Victoria Johnson, Robert Burns, *Fox 5 San Diego*
- *October 1, 2017 11pm News*, John Langeler, Alan Squires, *KLAS*
- *10News at 11:00pm Gunman Opens Fire at Pool Party*, Matt O'Connor, Stewart Smith, Zachary Wonderlie, Hannah Mullins, *KGTV*

Newscast – Weekend – Smaller Markets

There are no nominations in this category.
Journalistic Enterprise

- 1 October: One Month Later, Christine Maddela, Ray Arzate, Judith Greene, Kyle Fobe, Kristin Bernal, Cristi Jessee, Fox 5 Las Vegas
- Adam Herbets 2017, Adam Herbets, Fox 5 Las Vegas
- Raydela, Christine Maddela, Ray Arzate, Fox 5 Las Vegas
- Adam Racusin Team 10 Composite, Adam Racusin, KGTV

Interactivity – Single Story or Series

There are no nominations in this category.

Overall Excellence

- KVVU FOX5 is #VegasStrong, Todd Brown, Fox 5 Las Vegas
- News3 2017: A Meaningful, Difficult and Beautiful Year, Mark Neerman, KSNV
- Fox Sports San Diego, Lindsay Amstutz, Fox Sports San Diego
- Telemundo Las Vegas: Estamos Contigo, Ramiro Lopez, KBLR
- The San Diego Union-Tribune, Jeff Light, The San Diego Union-Tribune
- 10News: Stories that Matter, Joel Davis, KGTV

Team Coverage

- Gunman Opens Fire at Pool Party, Doris Lewis, Matt O’Connor, KGTV
- Las Vegas Mass Shooting, Jill Duran, David Yim, Andrew Madarang, Calvin Pearce, Liberty Zabala, NBC 7 San Diego
- Team Coverage, One October Mass Shooting, Mark Neerman, Stephanie Wheatley, Latoya Silmon, Faith Jessie, Adrian Crooks, Kenny Ramis, Ryan Pierce, Marvin Clemons, Julia Romero Minnix, Dree De Clamecy, Krystal Allan, Edward Greene, Terry Wood, Dana Wagner, Kim Wagner, KSNV
- Las Vegas Mass Shooting 5PM, Heather Wade, Tiffany Gonzalez, NBC 7 San Diego
- Vegas Team Coverage, Joe Conroy, 23ABC
- Lilac Fire Tears through San Diego, Ed Chapuis, Travis Rice, John D. Suarez, Jennifer Delacruz, KGTV
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- **1 October: The Aftermath**, Tessie Sanchez, Matt Jones, Analise Ortiz, Carla Wade, Tricia Kean, Steve Wolford, KTNV
- **There’s Weather in Vegas**, Cassandra Jones, Alyssa Deitsch, Julie Martorano, Jason Feinberg, Peter Dawson, Sam Argier, Kristin Bernal, *Fox 5 Las Vegas*
- **Detective Chad Parque Laid to Rest**, Monica Medrano, Kyle Fobe, Adam Herbets, Cyndi Lundeberg, John Huck, Chernéy Thomas, Cristi Jessee, Judith Greene, *Fox 5 Las Vegas*
- **One October**, Vania Beltran, Alyssa Deitsch, John Huck, Abigail Theodros, Chernéy Thomas, Adam Herbets, Michael Doria, Kurt Rempe, Judith Greene, Cristi Jessee, Jason Feinberg, *Fox 5 Las Vegas*
- **Mass Shooting in Las Vegas**, Nina Thompson, Bobby Prom, *NBC 7 San Diego*
- **Continued Coverage: 12 Hours After Oct. 1 Tragedy**, Martha Saldana, Xochitl Sandoval, Rosaura Deras, Javier Palmera, Axel Turcios, John Bishop, Leticia Castro, Antonio Texeira, Eric Jimenez, KBLR
- **Thomas Fire Round-the-Clock Live Coverage**, Jim Lemon, KCOY KEYT KKFX

**Breaking/Spot News Coverage**

- **Cristianitos Fire**, Jill Duran, David Yim, Gabriela Rodriguez, *NBC 7 San Diego*
- **Breaking News Lilac Flames**, Liberty Zabala, *NBC 7 San Diego*
- **Wind-Fueled Fire Spreads Fast In San Diego**, Nina Thompson, Ricardo Sandoval, Monica Dean, Matthew Lewis, Conor Lawrence Volk, *NBC 7 San Diego*
- **Bus Barricade**, Christine Maddela, Kathleen Jacob, Suzanne Herman, Kyle Fobe, John Huck, Kristin Bernal, Ray Arzate, Chernéy Thomas, Alyssa Deitsch, Adam Herbets, Austin Turner, *Fox 5 Las Vegas*
- **Tragedy in Las Vegas: As It Happened**, Zachary Prudhomme, Traci Wilson, Tricia Kean, Brian Castaldo, Joshua Panas, Danny Chebanenko, Mike Dello Stritto, Steve Wolford, Joe Bartels, KTNV
- **When a Tree Falls**, Dave Summers, *NBC 7 San Diego*
- **North Park Water Main Break**, Jill Duran, David Yim, Andrew Madarang, MaryEllen Eagelston, Liberty Zabala, *NBC 7 San Diego*
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- *San Diego Storm Upstages Inauguration Day*, Lori Brown, Bobby Prom, NBC 7 San Diego
- *One October*, Kristin Bernal, Suzanne Herman, Faith Rempe, Monica Medrano, Christine Maddela, Austin Turner, Kyle Fobe, Cristi Jessee, Judith Greene, Kathleen Jacob, Les Krifaton, Fox 5 Las Vegas
- *Deadly Mexico Earthquake*, Bertha Lissette Martinez, Telemundo 20
- *Thomas Fire Breaking News Coverage*, Jim Lemon, KEYT, KCOY, KKFX

General Assignment Report-Within 24 Hours

- *Alamar en Llamas*, Claudia Orozco, KBNT
- *Project Neon Threatens Church*, Gerard Ramalho, KSNV
- *Harvey Makes Landfall in Texas*, Javier Palmera, Antonio Rodriguez, Antonio Texeira, Adriana Guzman, KBLR
- *The Day Before Memorial Day*, John Langeler, KLAS
- *You Gotta Make Good Things Out of Bad*, Bree Steffen, KGTV
- *Did My Chicken Make It?*, Joe Little, KGTV
- *Border Tunnel*, Mario Escovedo, Kenny McGregor, Kelly Hessedal, CBS News 8

General Assignment Report- No Time Limit

- *Justice for Moinee Wade*, Cyndi Lundeberg, Fox 5 Las Vegas
- *Sobreviviendo Una Tragedia*, Marco Serrano, Carlos Castillo, KBNT

Investigative Report- Single Story or Series

- *OSHA Admits Mistakes And Changes Policies, But It’s Too Late*, Adam Herbets, Jason Westerhaus, KVVU
- *Nissan Meltdown*, Darcy Spears, KTNV
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- I’m not a squatter. You’re dishonest., Adam Racusin, KGT
- You’ll hear from my lawyer, Adam Racusin, KGT
- Horrors for Havasupai Horses, George Knapp, Matthew Adams, Ian Russell, KLAS
- Deputy Kills Dog, Darcy Spears, KTNV
- Ghost Guns, Dave Summers, NBC 7 San Diego
- The 31, Christine Maddela, Ray Arzate, Rich Scallan, Fox 5 Las Vegas
- Harmony International: Don’t Mess With Band Kids, Tom Jones, Bob Hansen, Erica Byers, Scott Baird, NBC 7 San Diego
- Huerfanos Del Narco, Claudia Orozco, KBNT
- Noticias Univision Nevada - El Milagro del Perdón, Jorge Avila, Gabriel Preciado, KINC

News Special
- Rising from the Rubble - Ecuador Earthquake - One Year Later, Laura Lizarraga, KGET
- Erskine 1 Year Later, Eric Galvan, 23ABC
- 13 Action News Live at 11: Heroes & Healing, Tessie Sanchez, Mike Dello Stritto, Tricia Kean, Brian Castaldo, Steve Wolford, Ryan Smith, Gina Lazara, KTNV

News Arts/Entertainment – Single Story or Series
- Saying Goodbye to Chester Bennington, Kelley Moody, Clarissa Ayala, KESQ
- Vegas Stripped: Raw Power, Rachel Aston, Las Vegas Review Journal
- Señora Acero 4, Participación Especial De Rigo Villalobos, Rigoberto Villalobos, Telemundo 20

News Business/Consumer – Single Story or Series
- Try It Before You Buy It, Michelle Mortensen, KLAS
- Standing Up for San Diego, Tom Jones, Bob Hansen, Erica Byers, NBC 7 San Diego
News Crime – Single Story or Series
- *Ataque a Ticketón*, Claudia Orozco, Antonio Uribe, KBNT
- *Chula Vista Illegal Pot Shops*, Sasha Foo, Scott Nunes, KUSI
- *Noticias Univision Nevada - Colima Tierra del Narco*, Gabriel Preciado, KINC
- ‘Rob Needed to Die’: *The Murder Trial of Sabrina Limon*, Steve Womack, Olivia Lavoice, KGET
- *Tracking the Tijuana Murder Trail*, Luis Cruz, Alejandro Tamayo, John Gibbins, Sandra Dibble, *The San Diego Union-Tribune*
- *Noticias Univision Nevada - Intento de Secuestro*, Jorge Avila, Gabriel Preciado, KINC
- *Jessica’s Story: 27 Years Later*, Brandon Johansen, 23ABC
- *Mahsa Saeidi Exposes Squatters and Gets Results for the Community*, Mahsa Saeidi, KTNV

News Education/Schools – Single Story or Series
There are no nominations in this category.

News Environment – Single Story or Series
- *El Tiempo De Trump*, Gaston Heredia, KINC
- *The Tijuana River - Its Waters Run Toxic*, Kimberly Hunt, Armando Aparicio Garcia, KGT

News Health/Science – Single Story or Series
- *Why Will No One Help?*, Adam Racusin, KGT
- *Baby Carter*, Darcy Spears, Kean Bauman, KTNV
- *Dementia: Love From Long Distance*, Katie Boer, Nebyou Solomon, KLAS
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News Historical/Cultural – Single Story or Series

- ''Napalm Girl’’ Negative 7: The Untold Story, Ruby Chen, Paul Makarushka, Rafael Morales, Fox 5 San Diego
- Sin In The City?, Chernéy Thomas, Fox 5 Las Vegas
- Border Tunnel, Mario Escovedo, Kenny McGregor, Kelly Hessedal, CBS News 8
- The Moulin Rouge: A Fight For The West Side, Rachel Aston, Las Vegas Review-Journal
- Alien Highway, Part 1, 2 & 3, Gerard Ramalho, Justin Michel, KSNV
- San Diego and the Union-Tribune: Our Past, Our Future, Luis Cruz, Beto Alvarez, Lara Hochuli, Alejandro Tamayo, Shaffer Grubb, Merrie Monteagudo, Michelle Gilchrist, The San Diego Union-Tribune
- Wander List, Palm Canyon, Anndee Laskoe, Greater Palm Springs Convention and Visitor’s Bureau

News- Human Interest – Single Story or Series

- Life as an Orphan with HIV, Claudia Estephania Baez, XHAS Azteca San Diego
- Prayers From Orlando, John Huck, Jason Westerhaus, Fox 5 Las Vegas
- Who Signs Off on Street Names? Michael Doria, Ray Arzate, Fox 5 Las Vegas
- Chief for a Day, David Riggelman, KCLV
- Powered by Chemo: Patient with Pancreatic Cancer Tackles Ironman, Yadira Galindo, Eric Neri, UC San Diego Health
- Surprise Squad: Crosses for Losses, Terri Peck, Yvette Belisle, Rich Scallan, Shelby Haycock, Cassandra Gray, Ray Arzate, Doug Soule, Fox 5 Las Vegas
- Street Art: Portraits of San Diego’s Homeless, Stephen Breen, John Kelley, Hayne Palmour IV, The San Diego Union-Tribune
- Camino Hacia El Infierno, Jonathan Oaxaca, Univision Palm Springs

News – Politics/Government– Single Story or Series

- The Health District Chief lives in San Francisco, George Knapp, Matthew Adams, Ian Russell, KLAS

News-Religion-Single Story or Series

There are no nominations in this category.
News – Military – Single Story or Series

- **Vietnam Vet Heals Through Making Toys**, Austin Rooney, Jon Snyder, *Defense Media Activity*
- **Overprescribed? Veterans and the Painkiller Problem**, Luis Cruz, John Kelley, Alejandro Tamayo, Jeanette Steele, *The San Diego Union-Tribune*
- **Combate En El Desierto**, Jorge Fregoso, Alberto Aranda, Eligio Hernandez, Telemundo 33
- **Fighting To Fight**, Jackie Faye Burton, KMIR
- **Below the Hard Deck: 48 Hours Aboard the USS Carl Vinson**, Paul Rudy, Jose Martinez, KUSI
- **The Universal Language**, Timothy Yao, U.S. Army

News- Technology -Single Story or Series

There are no nominations in this category.

Sports – News – Single Story or Series

- **Chargers All-Pro Tackles Life After Football**, Luis Cruz, John Kelley, Bryce Miller, David Brooks, *The San Diego Union-Tribune*
- **Cool Hand Luke Sanders**, Ray Arzate, Vincent Sapienza, *Fox 5 Las Vegas*
- **The Journey of Jerry Attaochu**, Sharon Heilbrunn, *The San Diego Union-Tribune*
- **The Legacy of Brad Fowler**, Sharon Heilbrunn, *The San Diego Union-Tribune*
- **Detras de la Mascara**, Benjamin Zamora, Cesar Contreras, KINC
- **Hockey in San Diego?** Eric Kahnert, Kenny McGregor, CBS News 8

Sports – Daily or Weekly Program or Special

- **Padres POV - Ep 13 Military Special**, Ryan Sterton, Michelle Margaux, Max Michalak, Kimberly Pletyak, Nicholas Davis, *Fox Sports San Diego*
- **"Behind The Vegas Ice" - Episode 10**, Jacque Gray, Jonathan Sudbury, Levy Production Group
- **Prep Pigskin Report**, Paul Rudy, Brandon Stone, Rick Willis, KUSI
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- Inside San Diego Sports - The Rise and Demise of the San Diego Clippers, Tom Catlin, Jacob Santos, Max Michalak, Kimberly Pletyak, Nicholas Davis, Mike Pomeranz, Sean Daley, Fox Sports San Diego
- The Raiders Are Coming, Christine Maddela, Kyle Fobe, Ray Arzate, Sergio Rodriguez, Cassandra Gray, Andrew Benton, Terri Peck, Alyssa Deitsch, Kevin Bolinger, Doug Soule, Vincent Sapienza, Robbie Hunt, Fox 5 Las Vegas
- Rams360: Offseason Special, Glenn Connelly, Los Angeles Rams
- Padres POV - San Diego Events, Ryan Sterton, Michelle Margaux, Max Michalak, Kimberly Pletyak, Nicholas Davis, Fox Sports San Diego
- Inside San Diego Sports - Brycen Newman, Tom Catlin, Max Michalak, Nicholas Davis, Mike Pomeranz, Sonni Simmons, Fox Sports San Diego
- Padres POV - Episode 2, Ryan Sterton, Michelle Margaux, Max Michalak, Kimberly Pletyak, Nicholas Davis, Fox Sports San Diego

Sports – Interview/Discussion
- Aztec Football With Rocky Long, Ryan Semanko, Mike Miller, Fox Sports San Diego
- Inside San Diego Sports - The Nick Hardwick Story, Tom Catlin, Jacob Santos, Max Michalak, Kimberly Pletyak, Nicholas Davis, Mike Pomeranz, Fox Sports San Diego
- Former UNLV Baseball Coach Speaks Out After 2015 DUI Arrest, Elaine Wilson, Las Vegas Review-Journal

Sports – Event/Game – Live/Unedited
- 2017 Monster Energy Cup, Doug Cabrera, Dave Prater, Todd Jendro, Chris Bond, Jeff Manhart, Kenyon Blower, Tim Watson, Rob Taylor, Feld Motorsports
- San Diego Padres Theme Show - Kids Day, Jason Lewis, Max Michalak, Kimberly Pletyak, Nicholas Davis, Fox Sports San Diego
- San Diego Padres Theme Show - First Base, Jason Lewis, Max Michalak, Kimberly Pletyak, Nicholas Davis, Fox Sports San Diego
Documentary

- 1 October: One Month Later, Christine Maddela, Cristi Jesse, Judith Greene, Ray Arzate, Kristin Bernal, Kyle Fobe, Rich Scallan, Kristen Kidman, Suzanne Herman, Fox 5 Las Vegas
- Distinguished Wings Over Vietnam, Jeanne Scott, John Decker, Ena Newell, KPBS
- A Tribute to Dick Enberg, Tom Catlin, Jacob Santos, Max Michalak, Kimberly Pletyak, Nicholas Davis, Fox Sports San Diego
- Invisible, Jacki Ochoa, 23ABC
- Shadow of Drought: Southern California’s Looming Water Crisis, Bill Wisneski, Mona Urban, Palomar College
- Straight from the Pen, Paul Sutton, JustUs Educational Partners

Education/Schools – Program/Special

- Surprise Squad: John F Miller Graduation & Prom, Terri Peck, Shelby Haycock, Rich Scallan, Joseph Ruzer, Fox 5 Las Vegas
- A Special Thanks Manny Aceves, Kaina Dominguez Blanco, Imaginarium Lab

Arts/Entertainment – Program/Special

- Rappel in Baja, Antonio Alcaraz, XHAS Azteca San Diego
- Chef Latino In Us, Antonio Alcaraz, XHAS Azteca San Diego
- 1812 Tchaikovsky Spectacular, Ena Newell, Guillermo Sevilla, John Decker, Audric Thompson, Kurt Kohnen, Roland Lizarondo, KPBS

Interview/Discussion – Program or Special

There are no nominations in this category.

Health/Science – Program/Special

- Stories of The Sharp Experience, Episode 16, Michael Badami, Lynn Kelly, Rich Underwood, Kelly Faley, Badami and Associates

Informational/Instructional – Program or Special

There are no nominations in this category.
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Historical/Cultural – Program/Special

- Outdoor Nevada - Episode Common Ground, Fabiana Ubben, John Burke, Sergio de Souza, Todd Hailstone, John Lloyd, Hayley Etter, John McClain, Vegas PBS
- African Americans: The Las Vegas Experience, Heather Caputo, Vegas PBS

Magazine – Program/Special

- Savor San Diego Season 4, Lorena Whiteside, Shane Aguon, Luke McCain, Steve Cachero, Ryan Knight, Savor San Diego
- Outdoor Nevada - Episode Shiny Lights and Bright Stars, Fabiana Ubben, John Burke, Sergio de Souza, Todd Hailstone, John Lloyd, John McClain, Hayley Etter, Dustin Hall, Jared Kash, Vegas PBS

Short Format Program

- Captain Bowen’s Story, Tonya Mantooth, Randolph Mantooth, Matt Mangham, Mantooth Studios
- The Best Gift, Paul Alexander Juutilainen, De Facto Fiction Films
- Daisy Belle, William Wall, Halo Cinematic

Military – Program

- General Robert Cardenas Bio, Marc Bailey, Matthew Tolk, Tina Rabe, Christopher Graham, National University
- Juan Dominguez Story, Michael Towe, M2 Digital Post

Public/Current/Community Affairs – Program

- Community Healing Garden, David Riggleman, KCLV
- America’s Wall: The Real And Human Impact, Jean Guerrero, Kris Arciaga, KPBS
- Believe Again Las Vegas, Adrian Leon, Troy Martinez, Jett/Leon Ltd.

Special Events Coverage (Other than News)

- Cox Presents: A Salute To Teachers, Carla Jean Hockley, Deborah Davis-Gillespie, Cox Communications
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- *Countdown To 2018*, Ian Russell, Tim Foley, Terri Foley, Chad McCollum, Brian Loftus, Kirsten Joyce, Troy Christensen, Tedd Florendo, Brent Barrow, Gene Sugano, Jeff Chaves, Victoria Quiroz, Anthony Bailey, Will Turner, Kody Stover, Jessica Farkas, Ryan Floyd, Patrick Walker, Courtney Perna, KLAS

**Lifestyle– Program/Special**
- *Desert Living on the Road*, Kavita Mehta, KMIR
- *Las Vegas Morning Blend*, Julie Pyle, Micah Manalo, Brytnee Avery, Shawn Tempesta, Jennifer Jean Snyder, KTNV

**Technology – Program or Special**
There are no nominations in this category.

**Community/Public Service (PSAs) – Single Spot/Campaign**
- *San Diego County Water Authority - It’s Perfectly Clear: Potable Reuse Options*, Marlee J Ehrenfeld, MJE Marketing Services Inc.
- *Did You Know? - ''Fentanyl Exposure Risks’’*, Dane Wygal, Larry Ellsworth, Jennifer Ford, Digital OutPost
- *Garden of Innocence*, Jeanne Scott, Wally Schlotter, American Dream Cinema
- *Cyber Crime FBI Regional Campaign*, Nate Thomas, Tim Russ, Nate Thomas & Associates

**Promotion – News Promo – Single Spot**
- *OJ Simpson Parole Hearing Coverage*, Collette Garber, KSNV
- *Linda Primavera*, Adriana Guzmán, KBLR

**Promotion – News Promo – Campaign/Image**
- *#VegasStrong*, Sergio Rodriguez, Fox 5 Las Vegas
- *NEWS 3 IS #VegasStrong*, Roger Sandoval, KSNV
- *Game Face*, Brian Thole, CBS News 8
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- Estas Listo/Are You Ready, Heather Luskie, Erik Naso, Luigi Rizzo, Andres Sanchez, Dylan Gerber, Edward Wohl, Melissa Street, Telemundo 20
- We are 23ABC, Reuben Guerra, 23ABC
- San Diego is Home, Jillian Oppegard, Leila Stilwell, Adrian Carmona, KGT

Promotion – Program/Single Spot – Campaign/Image
- Harry Surprise, Willie Garrett, KSNV
- Connecting You, Reuben Guerra, 23ABC
- El #1 Eres Tú, Andres Sanchez, Santiago Duarte, Telemundo 20
- Every Seat Has a Story, Cheryl Gorman, Doug Tower, Fox Sports San Diego
- Everywhere You Go, Cheryl Gorman, Doug Tower, Fox Sports San Diego

Commercial – Single Spot
There are no nominations in this category.

Commercial - Campaign
- The Boxing Club: It’s Worth Fighting For 60 Seconds, Dominique Gilbert, HD Profilms
- Mission Fed Campaign, Michael Brueggemeyer, Amalgamated Grommets
- Wings N Things: Fresh or Frozen, Michael Towe, Michael Brueggemeyer, M2 Digital Post Inc

Graphic Arts – Graphics
- San Diego County Water Authority - It’s Perfectly Clear: Potable Reuse Options, Aaron Ishaeik, MJE Marketing Services

Graphic Arts – Animation
- Daisy Belle, Mike Smith, Halo Cinematic
- Happy Halloween - San Diego Padres, Brendan Nieto, Nial Nelson-Hopkins, Thomas Higdon, Ashley Strauss, San Diego Padres

Graphic Arts – Art Direction/Set Design
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- **Daisy Belle**, Eva Pfaff, Halo Cinematic

**Audio Live**
- **San Diego Opera Presents: ‘As One’, A Contemporary Opera About the Transgender Experience**, Kurt Kohnen, KPBS

**Audio – Post Production**
- **Live at the Belly Up**, Alexander Somerville, Belly Up Productions
- **Cuenta Con Nosotros Promo Campaign**, Luigi Rizzo, Telemundo 20
- **A Little Rusty**, Devin Scott, Mark Peterson, American Dream Cinema
- **1 October: One Month Later**, Ray Arzate, Fox 5 Las Vegas
- **Distinguished Wings Over Vietnam**, Devin Scott, American Dream Cinema
- **Creature Canyon ‘Indian Girl’ - A Red Trolley Show**, Henrique Landim, Rowlbertos Media
- **Shadow of Drought: Southern California’s Looming Water Crisis**, Luke Bisagna, Palomar College Television

**Musical Composition/Arrangement**
- **A Little Rusty**, Kenseth Thibideau, American Dream Cinema
- **Daisy Belle**, Steve Garbade, Halo Cinematic
- **Outdoor Nevada Original Score - Wide Open Spaces**, John Lloyd, Vegas PBS
- **Stories Of The Sharp Experience, Episode 16**, Ben Eshbach, Badami And Associates
- **Garden Of Innocence**, Kenseth Thibideau, American Dream Cinema

**Director – Newscast**
There are no nominations in this category.
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**Director - Live or Non Recorded Live**
- *As One Opera*, Donn Johnson, KPBS
- *Politically Speaking Composite*, MaryEllen Eagelston, NBC 7 San Diego

**Director - Non-Live (Post-Produced)**
- *A Little Rusty*, Devin Scott, American Dream Cinema
- *No Greater Odds*, Patrick Wirtz, College of Southern Nevada
- *Shadow of Drought: Southern California’s Looming Water Crisis*, Bill Wisneski, Palomar College
- *Daisy Belle*, William Wall, Halo Cinematic
- *Stories of The Sharp Experience, Episode 16*, Rich Underwood, Badami and Associates
- *Distinguished Wings Over Vietnam*, Devin Scott, American Dream Cinema

**Director – Short Form**
- *Palomar College Library Tech Commercial*, Bill Wisneski, Palomar College
- *SkinIt - Here We Come Ryan Knight*, Luke McCain, Pure Cinema
- *A Special Thanks Manny Aceves*, Kaina Dominguez Blanco, Imaginarium Lab
- *Mission Fed Campaign*, Michael Brueggemeyer, Amalgamated Grommets
- *Up2Us - Force (Wife)*, Ryan Knight, Pure Cinema Productions
- *Did You Know - Fentanyl Exposure Risks*, Michael Brueggemeyer, Mark Maisonneuve, Digital Outpost
- *Remembrance*, Fernando Nava, College of Southern Nevada

**Director – APC Operator**
- *APC Composite*, Conor Lawrence Volk, NBC 7 San Diego
- *NBC 7 News at 5AM – Christianitos Fire*, MaryEllen Eagelston, NBC 7 San Diego
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Director – Technical Director
There are no nominations in this category.

Editor (Within 24 hours)-News
- Dan Geduld Composite, Dan Geduld, NBC 7 San Diego
- For Baby Sister, Ray Arzate, Fox 5 Las Vegas
- Art of the Edit, Amanda Brandeis, KGT

Editor (No Time Limit)-News
- The 31, Ray Arzate, Fox 5 Las Vegas
- Alejandro Tamayo Editing Composite, Alejandro Tamayo, The San Diego Union-Tribune
- 2017 News Editing Reel, Adam Hillberry, KGT
- 1 October: One Month Later, Ray Arzate, Fox 5 Las Vegas
- Nuestros Héroes Rafael Hernández, Paulina Castro, KBNT
- Dave Scott’s World of Wonder: Cuba, Patrick Hartley, KUSI
- Wander List, Cocktail Culture, Ian Hughes, Greater Palm Springs Convention and Visitor’s Bureau

Editor (No Time Limit) Program
- Shadow of Drought: Southern California’s Looming Water Crisis, Chad Richmond, Palomar College Television
- African Americans: The Las Vegas Experience, Reginald Edwards, Vegas PBS
- Distinguished Wings Over Vietnam, Devin Scott, American Dream Cinema

Editor Short Form
- Cuenta Con Nosotros Promo Campaign, Luigi Rizzo, Telemundo 20
- Garden of Innocence, Devin Scott, American Dream Cinema
- Stats Digital, Lara Hochuli, The San Diego Union-Tribune
- Fight Night - Show Open, Ray Arzate, Fox 5 Las Vegas
- I Cut, I Slice, I Give Your Show Spice: Michael Towe Editing Composite, Michael Towe, M2 Digital Post Inc
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- **Palomar College Library Tech Commercial**, Chad Richmond, Palomar College Television
- **Cutting Is Half The Battle**, Adrian Carmona, KGTU

**Lighting**
There are no nominations in this category.

**On Camera Talent – Anchor**
- **Unscripted Breaking News**, Christine Maddela, Fox 5 Las Vegas
- **Mom of 4 Needs to Birth an Emmy!**, Renee Nelson, KGTU
- **Reed Cowan Anchors 1 October Breaking Coverage**, Reed Abplanalp-Cowan, KSNV
- **Anchoring in a Changing TV Landscape**, Brian Shlonsky, KGTU
- **Antonio Texeira - News Anchor Telemundo Las Vegas**, Antonio Texeira, KBLR
- **El 2017 y sus Historias**, Benjamin Zamora, KINC

**On Camera Talent – Reporter**
- **Eric Kahnert Reporter Composite**, Eric Kahnert, CBS News 8
- **Brian Shlonsky- Dynamic Reporter**, Brian Shlonsky, KGTU
- **La Verdad Desde La Calle Con Rigo Villalobos**, Rigoberto Villalobos, Telemundo 20
- **Luis Cruz Reporting**, Luis Cruz, The San Diego Union-Tribune
- **Jeff Gillan**, Jeff Gillan, KSNV
- **I Dried Off Long Enough For This Standup**, Joe Little, KGTU

**On Camera Talent – Sports**
- **In-VINCE-ible**, Vincent Sapienza, Fox 5 Las Vegas
- **One on One with Luis Cruz**, Luis Cruz, The San Diego Union-Tribune
- **Andrew Luria - Sports Anchor**, Andrew Luria, Fox 5 San Diego

**On Camera Talent – Weather**
- **Mostly Sunny: Primera Alerta**, Adriana Guzmán, KBLR
- **Wind and Record Heat in Las Vegas**, Sam Argier, Fox 5 Las Vegas
- **Weather with Kelsey Gerckens**, Kelsey Gerckens, KEYT
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- ‘’Tedd Said’’ We’d Get Monsoons And Mountain Snow. Welcome To Las Vegas, Tedd Florendo, KLAS
- You Get Hurricanes, We Get Wildfires - Covering It All In San Diego, Megan Parry, KGTV
- Gaston Heredia-Meteorologist, Gaston Heredia, KINC

On Camera Talent – Program Host/Moderator
- Michelle Margaux, Michelle Margaux, Fox Sports San Diego
- Las Vegas NOW - Courtney Perna, Courtney Perna, KLAS
- Mike Pomeranz, Mike Pomeranz, Fox Sports San Diego

On Camera Talent – Reporter Live
- I Get Overtime If I’m Live at 6, Joe Little, KGTV
- It’s All The Way Live, Audra Stafford, NBC 7 San Diego
- En Vivo con Lissette Martinez, Lissette Martinez, Telemundo 20
- Brian Shlonsky- Live Reporter, Brian Shlonsky, KGTV
- Thomas Fire: California’s Largest Wildfire, Joe Buttitta, KEYT
- Aric Richards Reporting Live, Aric Richards, Fox 5 San Diego
- Reporter Composite Francisco Fajardo Telemundo 20, Francisco Fajardo, Telemundo 20

Photographer-News
- For Mama Zate, Ray Arzate, Fox 5 Las Vegas
- Baja Great Stories - San Diego Storytelling, Armando Aparicio Garcia, KGTV
- First Person, Greg Bledsoe, NBC 7 San Diego
- America’s Finest Stories, Zachary Wonderlie, KGTV

Photographer-Sports
There are no nominees in this category.

Photographer-Program
- A Little Rusty, Robert Amato, American Dream Cinema
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- Shadow of Drought: Southern California’s Looming Water Crisis, Bill Wisneski, Mona Urban, Palomar College Television

Photographer-Short Form
- I Shot it You Bought it: Michael Towe II Photographer Composite, Michael Towe II, M2 Digital Post Inc.
- Palomar College Library Tech Commercial, Bill Wisneski, Mona Urban, Palomar College Television
- Happy Holidays - San Diego Padres, Kevin Dodge, San Diego Padres
- Aston Martin – Irvine, Andy Larson, NBC 7 San Diego

Video Essay (Single Camera Only)
- A Little Bit Of Pixie Dust - Olivia Smith, Adrian Carmona, KGT
- First Person, Greg Bledsoe, NBC 7 San Diego
- The Unforgotten, Ray Arzate, Fox 5 Las Vegas
- Crossing The Border To Pursue Her Dream, Alejandro Tamayo, The San Diego Union-Tribune
- Nuestros Héroes Rafael Hernández, Paulina Castro, KBNT
- Nuestros Héroes Humberto Gurmilan, Paulina Castro, KBNT

Writer-News
- El Recuento Del Terror, Benjamin Zamora, KINC
- Wander List, San Andreas and Birding, Anndee Laskoe, Greater Palm Springs Convention and Visitor’s Bureau
- Your Corner, Greg Bledsoe, NBC 7 San Diego

Writer-Program
- Shadow of Drought: Southern California’s Looming Water Crisis, Bill Wisneski, Palomar College
- San Diego’s Game Changer, Patricia Elwood, KFMB
- African Americans: The Las Vegas Experience, Heather Caputo, Vegas PBS
Writer - Short Form

- San Diego Padres Theme Show - First Base Tease Writing, Jason Lewis, Tawney Luna, Max Michalak, Kimberly Pletyak, Nicholas Davis, Fox Sports San Diego
- Noticias Ya Promo, Paulina Castro, Rosangela Payan Arciniega, Lourdes Sandoval, XHAS 33
- NoticiasYa / Lo que Importa, Luisa Collins, KBNT
- First 5 San Diego - The Beat Goes On PSA, Marlee J Ehrenfeld, MJE Marketing Services Inc.
- Garden of Innocence, Devin Scott, Wally Schlotter, Jeanne Scott, American Dream Cinema
- Josh Kleppinger Writing Composite, Josh Kleppinger, NBC 7 San Diego

Video Journalist – Within 24 Hours

- San Diego Stories, Bree Steffen, KGTV
- The MMJ Thug Life, Joe Little, KGTV
- Amanda Brandeis: One-(wo)man band, Amanda Brandeis, KGTV

Video Journalist – No Time Limit

- Your Corner, Greg Bledsoe, NBC 7 San Diego
- Eric Jimenez - Compilation, Eric Jimenez, KBLR
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Student Programming Newscast
- North County News 5/9/17, Abel Garcia, Palomar College
- Studio-G 5/3/2017, Denise Hernandez, UNLV

Student Programming – News: General Assignment
- Working Security at a Mass Shooting, James Schaeffer, D'Arrycka Turner, UNLV

Student Programming – Long Form
- Intertwine, Gabriela Vizcarra, College of Southern Nevada
- Rhino Shield- South Africa, Billy Ward, College of Southern Nevada
- Paul & His Cartoon Pals, Dontae Carter, College of Southern Nevada

Student Programming – Short Form NAMES
- Pictures of Deceit, Cy Kuckenbaker, San Diego City College
- Target Panic, Cy Kuckenbaker, Madeleine Braun, San Diego City College
- Check Icantkeepquiet, Violet Baldwin, College of Southern Nevada
- Spent, Marquis Marasigan, College of Southern Nevada

Student Programming – Sports
- Rebel Report Spring 2017, Cassie Soto, Luis Negrete, Guadalupe Negrete, Alex Wong, Hailey Beattie, Chelsea Garcia, UNLV
- Rebel Report Fall 2017, Alex Wong, Hailey Beattie, Guadalupe,Negrete, Summer Crawley, Arlynda Gregory, Ariel Rodriguez, Casey Carpenter, Michaela Jackson, Lindsey Dovali, UNLV
- Prep Sports Live 11/28/17, Marcus Williams, Palomar College
Student Programming – Public Service (PSAs)
  • *Just a Normal Girl*, Elisabeth Hatzimarkos, College of Southern Nevada

Student Programming – Commercial
  • *KKSM Commercial*, Angy Moran, Palomar College

Student Craft - Writing
  • *Splashing the Streets*, Matthew Shepard, Patrick Moore, UNLV

Student Craft - Photographer
  • *Mantis*, Ari Lowenthal, Eugenie Dufloo, College of Southern Nevada
  • *Rhino Shield - South Africa*, Billy Ward, College of Southern Nevada
    check with Billy title
  • *Runner*, Raul Saldivar, College of Southern Nevada

Student Craft - Editor
  • *Checkmate*, Leynyn Navarro, College of Southern Nevada
  • *KKSM Commercial*, Angy Moran, Palomar College
  • *Who’s OPER?*, Marco Tavares, College of Southern Nevada

Student Craft - Director
  • *Splashing the Streets*, Patrick Moore, Matthew Shepard, UNLV
  • *Rhino Shield - South Africa*, Billy Ward, College of Southern Nevada

Student Craft - Talent
  • *James Schaeffer 2017 Composite*, James Schaeffer, UNLV
  • *Tyler Robinson Composite*, Tyler Robinson, Palomar College
  • *Jordan Guy Spurgeon Composite*, Jordan Spurgeon, Palomar College